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Gridlock is frustrating. Barking dogs, leaf-blowers, call-centres – frustrating. Those paltry 

Swedish / Chinese / Kingdom of Gobbledygook instruction pages for how-to-build furniture 

– very frustrating, particularly if, like me, your origins are in Klutzville, where a tool is the 

bloke next door, not something functional. 

Most frustrating of all, a flat battery. 

In terms of timing and placement, it’s like a Middle Eastern bomb-strike. Any 

moment, anywhere. One minute, motoring nirvana; the next, a dead engine, the sun belting 

down waves of radium and, on the phone, a very patient minion suggesting that, as you 

haven’t paid your last premium … 

Monday morning, late for work, hallo Harry, RACQ mechanic. 

“You do a lot of flat batteries?” 

“Sure do. Carry eighteen. Used to carry twenty-four, not as much room these days.” 

Cost-cutting, see. Economic efficiency, even in the highly specialised art of battery 

replacement. Christ, this pragmatic Western world, so given over to the quest for efficiency. 

“How much, Harry?” 

“One-eighty.” 

Frustrating. But I have no option so Harry does the business while we talk the 

technical. I know nothing, of course, but it’s good social and political practice, the art of 

maintaining a conversation when you know nothing. Think breakfast television; think Karl 

and Lisa, Kochie and Mel. 

We return to the RACQ van to settle up. Inside the door, a collection of CDs, 

including Best of Leonard Cohen. 

“Harry, I like your taste in music.” Pointing to the CD, “The Man’s a genius.” 

The tiniest tug can uncork a deluge. Harry L-O-V-E-S Leonard Cohen. Every album. 

Seen him in concert. Books of poetry. Documentaries on Cohen’s early life and scribblings in 

Canada. This bearded, bespectacled battery-bloke is a H-U-G-E fan. 

Me too. We compare fan-dom. I rate the second disc of the Live in London album, 

Harry rates everything. He holds up another CD case. 

“Got the new one?” 

No, actually. Heard about it. Stripped-back, apparently, the synths unplugged, the 

poetry staking a more significant claim over the music. My kind of gig; I already own and L-

O-V-E stripped-back Knopfler, Simon, Diamond. 

“Get it,” says Harry. “Change your life.” 



So, Monday afternoon, I’ve taken Harry’s advice and bought the CD. So retro, this 

CD-buying thing. You know, like handwriting and bus-tickets. Bacon wrapped around 

prunes.  

Monday afternoon, no longer frustrated, I’m going home by car, with Going Home by 

Cohen.  

He will speak these words of wisdom 

Like a sage, a man of vision … (Going Home) 

Stripped-back it is but there’s something spiritual in the simplicity, a Jesus-man naked 

save for his words and music. Cohen’s latest album reminds me of something that has been 

coming for a long time now, from a long way back; the sense that beneath the glossy surface 

of the public earth there has developed a slow but insistent movement towards simpler lives. 

It’s in the revival of the suburban vegie garden, the eschewing of luxuries, the legitimisation 

of sustainability, the rise in volunteer programs, in eco-tourism, in the desire to rekindle that 

time where values and emotions reigned over goods and chattels. And it’s in The Man’s 

lyrics: 

O longing of the branches 

To lift the little bud 

O longing of the arteries 

To purify the blood … (Come Healing) 

I came late to Cohen. A university girlfriend was an aficionado however our affair 

was short-lived, more Bird On A Wire than Hallelujah, so I had little time to connect with 

Leonard. Besides, the girl was older than I, infinitely more experienced in matters that 

required a stretching of the heart and thus well-suited to Cohen’s throaty, aching exhortations 

of love found, love lost, love requited, love spurned and burned. I thought that he was 

maudlin, self-indulgent and obscure. My youth yearned for a more direct simplicity, a rock 

song with base sentiment. Like Meatloaf in Paradise By The Dashboard Light, describing, 

base by base, that one thing we thought might be good to do. 

These latter days I think differently of Cohen. I still see him as maudlin, self-

indulgent and obscure but I L-O-V-E these qualities. His songs bespoke a kind of religion, 

one that is preferable to the inconsistencies and hypocrisies of mainstream organised faiths. I 

don’t care if he’s Buddhist or bullshit-artist, troubadour or troubled, I don’t care for any of 

that. I just like it that he sings whimsically of things that ping me, the love stuff but mortality 

too and what we leave, legacy, our silly, aching place within serendipity. In a horses-for-

courses universe, I’m more than happy to settle for Cohen in my lounge-room with a half-

decent glass of plonk; a pithy, pissy prayer inside the church of the common man. 

Get it, said Harry. Change your battery, change your life. Slowly, slowly, he may 

have done exactly that. 

 


